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Thank you for expressing interest to 
serve in KidzWay! 

 

We consider it a great privilege to be a part of 
discipling the next generation. 

*Our goal is to help you find a place to serve 
where you know your gifts and talents are best 

used for His kingdom. 

Looking forward to serving with you, 

Pastor Mandy Rhodes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

KidzWay 

Mission  

Statement: 

SHARING THE 

LIGHT OF JESUS 

WITH OUR KIDS!  
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1. Complete initial opportunity and background check forms. 

2. Hand completed forms and completed clearance forms in to a  
     KidzWay staff member.  

3. Call or email the KidzWay office to set up an interview through  
  lori.shramp@cwc.life. 

4. Interview. If it’s a fit… 

5. Shadow in perspective area! Join the team!  
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Sunday Morning (with Kids) 

Preschool  

Nursery (9 mo.-20 mo.) 
2-year-olds  
3-year-olds 
4/5-year-olds (not yet in kindergarten) 
 

Elementary  
Large Group Leader – engaging storyteller 

Small Group Leaders:  

 Kindergarten  

 1st/2nd Grade Girls  

 1st/2nd Grade Boys  

 3rd - 5th Grade Girls  

 3rd - 5th Grade Boys  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding Your Place 
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KidzWay Special Needs Ministry: 

 Specialized Buddy—leader who is connected one-on-one with a specific child; 
weekly commitment; training required 

  

Other Sunday Roles Available (not with kids): 

 Check-in Team  

 KidzWay Prayer Team 

 Setup/Cleanup Team 
 

Other Roles Available—Weekdays 

Mid-Week Program  

 Administrative Help (help prepare curriculum by cutting, copying, sorting, etc.) 

  KidzWay Event Volunteers  
o Trunk or Treat 
o Egg Hunt 
o KidzWay Camp 
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*As a servant of Christ and a volunteer of KidzWay, you have a HUGE impact on 
CWC kids and families. It is expected that you come ready with a heart to serve 
and minister His love at every opportunity! 
 

Attendance 

 You are expected to not skip more than three Sundays in the commitment 
time of September through June.  

 If you do need an absence due to sickness, vacation, or work responsibility, it 
is expected that you will notify our Volunteer Coordinator.  
 

Punctuality 

 You are expected to arrive 30 minutes prior to your scheduled service to  
gather together and pray. 

 If you serve in second service, it is expected that you arrive immediately after     
the main service ends. 

 It is essential that someone is in the classrooms ready to greet the children  
and families as they come in for first impressions and comfort for families. 
 

Trainings 

 You are required to attend all of the training opportunities that KidzWay 
offers throughout the year. 
 **If you miss more than 3 Sundays or fail to attend consistently, you will  
     receive: 

- Phone call 

- Meeting 

- Be asked to leave the program as a volunteer 

  

Safety 

 Keep in mind that no volunteer should EVER be alone with a child. 

 No volunteer should ever bring a weapon into KidzWay. 

Expectations 
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Disposition 

 It is important that all of our interactions are cheerful, friendly, and displaying   
a desire to serve. “Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice!” –  
Philippians 4:4 
 

Appearance 

 Do your best to dress in a way that is neat and clean.  

 Help us represent our church well by not wearing anything suggestive or  
inappropriate. (If you have a question, ask. We’re happy to help.) 
 

Schedule 

 You are required to find a replacement if you are unable to make your  
scheduled commitment.  

 Contact the Volunteer Coordinator to let them know the change or if you 
need some suggestions for a replacement.  

 When you get your monthly schedule, let us know as soon as possible if there  
are scheduling conflicts. 

 Having no-shows places a burden on other volunteers and gives families a  
negative outlook on the care of their children. When you’re missing or not 
giving 100%, it shows. We strive toward giving our personal best to God  
and for the results to make an impact for God’s glory. (Proverbs 3:9; 
Malachi 3:6-10) 
 

 Attitude 

 Be mindful of how you share about your KidzWay experiences with others.  

 If you are struggling (spiritually, relationally, maritally, etc.), ask God to give 
you a heart to glorify Him by serving others. God blesses those who serve 
with an attitude of seeking to please Him. Your well-being is among some of 
our first and primary cares – do not hesitate to let us know! 

 Plus, YOU can be the best recruiter of potential volunteers. You can either be 
a role model for people to want to serve in KidzWay or steer people away 
from wanting to serve, but it all depends on how you present service 
experiences to others. 
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 It is important we take this responsibility seriously and convey its importance 
to others. Families are blessed when they know that you value their children 
and view this ministry as vital. We are much more than childcare! 
 

 Social Media (Facebook/Twitter/Instagram) 

 You are a leader and a role model in children’s lives and need to be mindful 
how you post and about what you post on social media. Handling this  
inappropriately jeopardizes your personal witness and KidzWay ministry. 
 

 Cell Phones 

 As a KidzWay leader, you are a role model for the children. We ask that you 
would refrain from using your cell phones during KidzWay programming 
unless it is absolutely necessary. If a child sees you on your cell phone during 
programming, they may feel that you are uninterested in them. Instead, make 
sure you are interacting with the children even in large group times when you 
are not directly teaching or supervising them.  
 

Mandated Reporter 

 As a volunteer, you are not required to take the training, however, by law, 
you are considered to be a Mandated Reporter. Failure to report abuse could 
lead to legal actions against you and the church. If you’d like to take the 
course, here’s the online link: https://www.reportabusepa.pitt.edu/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.reportabusepa.pitt.edu/webapps/portal/execute/tabs/tabAction?tab_tab_group_id=_91_1
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Welcoming Each Child  

 

1. It is important for each room to assign a KidzWay team member to greet at  
    the door during programming.  

2. This team member is responsible to: 

 Greet the children and parents by name. If you don’t know it–ASK.  

 Check to make sure each child is wearing their name tag. 

 Offer diaper bag tags to parents in the nursery room. 

 Label any of the children’s items using item tags to prevent confusion. 

 Address any concerns a parent may have. 

  

First-Time Children 

 Each child will have a first-time guest sticker to help them stand out for you 
to notice immediately. 

 Connect them with an outgoing child as soon as possible. 

 Give them an extra KidzCash. 

 

Allergies 

 Due to the high number of children with allergies in KidzWay, we ask that 
no outside food be brought into the KidzWay area. 

 Children with allergies will be asked to wear red allergy wristbands. If for 
some reason they do not have a wristband, the allergy will be on their 
name tags highlighted in black. 

 

 

 

 

Procedures 
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Checkout Procedures 

There will be a KidzWay team member assigned to check out children at the door 
of each classroom during program. This team member is responsible to: 

 Greet the parents by name. If you don’t know it–ASK. 

 Check to make sure child’s tag number matches the parent ticket number. 

 If it is their last stop, collect their name badge and ticket!!! 

 Tell the family one positive thing regarding their child that morning.  
o If it was a challenging morning and needs further discussion, let a 

KidzWay director know for a Monday phone call. 
o Sunday Praise – Monday Call 

 
Pick Up Policy 

 If a parent has lost their ticket, they must present a photo ID and fill out 
the necessary form (in pocket by classroom door) to claim their child. 

 If a child loses their name badge, we will allow parents to pick them up as 
long as they show their pick up tag. 

 Siblings who are not in KidzWay will be able to pick up their siblings only if 
it has been authorized by their parents/guardians. 

*Children are not ever to be released on their own. They must be picked up 
by a parent or someone authorized by their parent/guardian. 

Adults in Classrooms  
For security purposes, only members of the KidzWay team will be allowed in the 
classrooms. (We run a background check for all adults in our classrooms.)  

*The only exception is if a child is new and their parent  
would like to stay to observe or is a volunteer in training. 

What to do: 

 Invite the parent to stay and do your best to introduce the child to other 
children. (Note: the “visitor” may not be left to wander, but must remain 
with a KidzWay team member until they feel their child is comfortable.) 

 If the parent consistently tries to remain in the classroom, encourage 
them to get connected as a KidzWay team member and refer them to a 
KidzWay staff member. 
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Name Tags 
All KidzWay team members must wear the proper nametag as a means of 
identifying them as authorized to be in the room. 

 If you forget your name badge, a temporary name tag must be used. They 
are located at the check-in area in each classroom. 

 What to do if you see an adult without a name badge? Politely ask if you can 
help direct them. You may then direct them to the check-in area or to a 
KidzWay staff member. 
 

Class Rosters 
During service, live rosters will be tracked on an iPad held by the service 
coordinator. If a child is in a room that they should not be or has an incorrect 
room assignment on their tag, please let the coordinator know. 

 
Closing Procedures 
Please help us keep our rooms ready to use by… 

 Making sure room is clear from clutter and everything is back where it 
belongs. 

 Placing all left items in a “lost and found” area. 

 Emptying trash can and replacing with new liner (please tie up trash and 
place by the door). 

 Turning off DVD player/lights. 

 Leaving with a heart that is blessed from knowing you have been an 
instrument of God’s love! 
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Preschool Planner 
 
 

Date 08/12/2018 

Bible Story Focus Local Heroes: God wants us to serve Him where we are!  

Opening   
8:45 - 9:15 (1st)  
10:30 - 11:00 (2nd) 

Drop off/Pick up/Opening activity: make foods out of playdough! Draw 
food on the giant paper at the table!   
Please have children wash hands as they enter the room 
Circus Room – use baby wipes 

Clean Up/Potty 
Break 
9:15 - 9:25 (1st)  
11:00 - 11:10 (2nd) 

Please have children pick up toys, go to the potty, and line up for 
worship 
 

Worship Time 
9:25 - 9:35 (1st) 
11:10 -11:20 (2nd) 

Please transition the children to KidzWay City for worship 
 

Bible Lesson/ 
Memory Verse 
 9:35 - 9:40 (1st) 
11:20 - 11:25 (2nd) 

Esther 4:12: Mordecai Asks Esther for help!  
12 When Esther’s words were reported to Mordecai, 13 he sent back this 
answer: “Do not think that because you are in the king’s house you alone 
of all the Jews will escape. 14 For if you remain silent at this time, 
relief and deliverance for the Jews will arise from another place, but you 
and your father’s family will perish. And who knows but that you have 
come to your royal position for such a time as this?” 

Snack Time 
9:40 - 9:50 (1st) 
11:25 - 11:35 (2nd) 

Please have kids wash hands at sink. This can take a while, but that is OK. 
Circus Room uses baby wipes. Have them go find their seat at the table, 
and sing or say a prayer (i.e. “Our hands we fold, our heads we bow, so 
we can talk to God just now. Thank you God for our friends that are here 
today and for our snack.”). Pass out napkins, snacks, & cups of water. 

Activity/Circle Time 
9:50 - 10:00 (1st) 
11:35 - 11:45 (2nd) 

Dress up as a local hero and talk about the local heroes in our 
neighborhood.  

Craft Time 
10:00 - 10:15 (1st) 
11:45 - 12:00 (2nd) 

Color the local heroes page!   

Pick Up 
10:15 - 10:30 (1st) 
12:00 - 12:15 (2nd) 

Please match the tags with each child being picked up. Remind each 
child that you are happy he/she was here today. 

Sample Service Schedules 
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Elementary Planner 
 

Opening Activity  

8:45-9:10/10:30-10:55 

Please welcome kids in! Have them work on the opening activity, free play- 
Encourage kids to communicate well 

 
Clean up/Transition    
9:10-9:15/10:55-11:00  
Please transition your group to Garver Hall for Large Group Environment  

 

 

 
Game/Praise/Prayer    
9:15-9:25/ 11:00-11:10 
AM Intro!!!  
Game=Which is faster? 
Song 1=                                          2=  

 
Transition to Craft/Story Station    
9:25-9:28/11:10-11:13 
Please walk with your group to their next station. Make sure they are quiet in 
the halls.   

 
Craft/Story Station    
9:28-10:02/11:13-11:47 
Please rotate between the two stations. Assist craft/story leaders as needed. 

 
Transition to Snack    
10:02-10:05/11:47-11:50 
Please go back to your rooms for snack  

 
Snack    
10:05-10:15/11:50-12:00 
Please, one snack per child. Ask kids questions from Small Group Discussion 
sheet (found on the bulletin board). 

 
Dismissal    
10:15-10:30/12:00-12:15 
Please collect tags and match with parent pickup tag. Let the kids know that 
you were happy they came to church today!   

*Please note: All timeframes are tentative and may change slightly depending on the day and  
  the timeframe of the church services. 
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Paging Parent Process 

 When to page 
o If a child is injured 
o If a child is crying for 15 minutes, without relief 
o Discipline issues 

 We use the three-strike method in KidzWay: 
1. Address the behavior (give a warning). 
2. Give time for correction. We allow time in a “think-about-it 

chair” if behavior continues. 
3. If desired behavior is not achieved, we page parents to work 

with us. 
o Medical emergencies: inform KidzWay staff member & The Hub ASAP. 

Then: 
 Remain calm and keep the injured child as calm as possible. 
 Do not move the child or leave them alone. 
 Stay with the child until parents/medical team arrives. 
 Complete “Incident Report” after the emergency is taken care of and 

ministry director will follow up. 
o If a child shows any signs of illness: 

Health Policy:  
For the protection of our children & volunteers, we will not admit 
anyone with visible signs of illness. Please do not allow parents to 
bring a child to program if he/she had any of the following 
symptoms within the past 24 hours: 

1. Diarrhea   6. Severe coughing 
2. Vomiting   7. Pink eye 
3. Body rash with fever 8. Skin infections 
4. Sore throat with fever 9. Head lice 
5. Colored nasal discharge 10. Fever 

*Volunteers are not permitted to administer medications. 
 
 

Policies 
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 How to page 
           Call Numbers:  

                  Each child will have a call number on their name badge. (This is why it is  
                  important that each child is checked in.) 

o If you cannot find a staff member and need to page:  
 Ensure the walkie talkie is on Channel 1. 
 Hold down button on side and relay information (child’s call  
      number and parent location if known) to The Hub.  
 Make sure staff is aware of the page. 

 

*Do not feel bad about paging parents.  
Parents need to know they are accountable for their child. 

 

*In Elementary, we have rules that children are asked to abide by  
to make sure conduct of desired discipline is measurable. 

Incident Reports 

 If an incident occurs, complete the “Incident Report” form located in the 
classroom wall pockets. 

 Have the parent sign the form. 

 Place form back in appropriate folder in wall pocket. 

 A KidzWay staff member will follow up the next day. 
 
KidzCash 

 Used each week for Elementary as our positive motivating factor 

 When children earn 20 KidzCash (bringing Bible, being nice to a friend, etc.), 
they tithe 2 of their KidzCash (10%) and then get to shop after service in the 
small group room.  

 
Security 
The security team provides a physical presence within the facilities and around 
the property to help ensure its safety. 
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Snacks  
Due to food allergies, please use the snacks provided in the classrooms unless 
otherwise approved. Snacks need to be distributed and eaten at the tables to 
prevent choking.  
 
Diaper-Changing Stickers 
When a child has been changed, please write the time they were changed on the 
sticker and place it on the child’s back or diaper bag with their check-in sticker. 

Prayer Stickers  
Take the time during the service to pray for the child and their family. 

Item Tags  
There are item tags available in the rooms, but relay to the family that they can 
get an item tag printed for them at check-in. 

Diaper Tags  
There are diaper tags in the rooms to place on diaper bags to prevent confusion. 

Diaper Changing  
Changing tables are available, along with gloves and other accessories; please use 
the diaper disposal bags provided. 

Commitment Cards  
These are placed in the rooms. Fill out as completely as possible. 

 

 

 

 

Preschool Policies 
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First Impressions  

Research has proven that most families decide within the first ten minutes of 
being at a church if they are going to come back. It is important that from the 
time a child is checked in, we are promoting friendliness and excellence in all we 
do by smiling, welcoming families, and demonstrating a desire to be there! 

Welcoming First-Time Guests  
Guests will be asked to fill out the appropriate registration form for their age 
group, and will be set up in our check-in system. Children will receive a name tag 
and first-time guest sticker. Parents will receive a first-time guest bag. 

Check-In Kiosk  

Each time a child arrives at CWC, they will first visit a check-in kiosk. The parent 
will receive a security tag which includes their child’s name and a code unique to 
their child. The child must wear this tag at all times while in the classroom. The 
parent uses their pick up tag when they return to pick up their child. 

Check-In Stations  
Will be open from 8:45 to 9:15 (first service) and 10:30 to 11:00 (second service). 
This means KidzWay team members must be ready to welcome each child 5 
minutes prior to the time check-in opens. 

*Follow the feet! An easy way to share with first-time guests where they will be 
going is to follow the feet in KidzWay.  

Blue Feet/Blue Signs = Preschool  

Orange Feet/Orange Signs = K-2nd  

Green Feet/Green Signs = 3rd - 5th Grade  

 

 

 

Check-In Team 
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REMEMBER:  

The children in your care come from many different homes and family styles, so 
you need to remember that YOU can be the person that begins the spiritual 
journeys of these kids. YOU can make church fun so the child will want to return 
to learn more about God, and how to continue their journey through the rest of 
their childhood. By teaching the curriculum provided and showing genuine love 
and care for these kids, you can help build the foundation to last a lifetime.  

Every child in KidzWay is in a phase of life, whether it be early childhood or 
elementary. We don’t want families to miss those precious moments. WE can be 
the ones to help make that clear to families.  Each child that enters our doors is 
made in the image of God, and we need to treat them as Jesus did. “Whoever 
welcomes one such child in my name welcomes me.” – Mark 9:37 

  

THANK YOU! 

TOGETHER, we can make KidzWay a great place to be and a fun experience for the 
whole family to EMBRACE those in early childhood and ENGAGE the personal 
journeys of the elementary kids. Thank you for all of your dedication to these kids. 
Your hard work is greatly appreciated! 
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KidzWay Team Standards of Moral Integrity 

As a KidzWay team member, you are a representative of Christ Wesleyan Church 
and, as a result, are held to a higher moral standard given your position of 
influence over the lives of children. “Not many of you should presume to be 
teachers, my brothers, because you know that we who teach will be judged more 
strictly.” James 3:1. It is imperative that we as children’s leaders take precautions 
to remain above reproach in the eyes of our families and potential families we 
serve. Therefore, we have established the following standards of moral integrity 
(failure to comply with these standards may result in dismissal from the KidzWay 
Team): 

1.  I will commit to a growing relationship with Christ, realizing my need to be 
led by Christ in order for me to effectively lead children and equip families. 

2.  I will use discretion in answering emails, text messages, or other 
communications with parents and others. 

3.  I will not post gossip, complaints, anything questionable or inappropriate to 
social media or allow anything questionable or inappropriate to be posted 
to my account. This includes but is not limited to Facebook, Snapchat, 
Twitter, and Instagram.  

4.  I will not bring anyone to help in a classroom unless that person is trained, 
background checked, and approved by KidzWay staff. 

5.  I will not kiss or show affection to a member of the opposite sex.  
6.  I will not be alone with a child. 
7.  I will avoid the use of anything that would not help build the fellowship of 

the church, would not help the believers to realize their full potential of 
Christ, or would enslave them.  

8.  I will not engage in immoral behavior (sexual relations outside of marriage, 
living with a member of the opposite sex who is not my spouse, 
pornography, gambling, anything that is emotionally addictive, etc.). 

9.  I will conduct myself with wisdom and integrity outside of church as well as 
inside. (Kids and their parents are always watching.) 

10. I will be positive in my interactions with the children and their parents 
even if I am not feeling it inside. I will choose to practice Sunday Praise, 
praising children in front of parents and addressing concerns discreetly – 
not in public ministry settings. 
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11. I will pray for the integrity of other team members. 
 

Please share any past struggles you have dealt with as well as any of your 
current struggles: 
___________________________________________________________________ 

Please share your social media handles:  
___________________________________________________________________ 

I understand that if I am not living by the Team Standards, I may be asked to 
step down as a KidzWay leader. 

Initial: _____________ 

I hereby agree to comply with the KidzWay Team Standards of Moral Integrity. 

Name: ____________________________                                 Date: ___________ 
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KIDZWAY COMMITMENT FORM 
 

We’re so thrilled that you’ve chosen to be part of the Christ Wesleyan KidzWay Team! It 
is truly a joy to see you using your gifts for God’s glory.  
 

KidzWay is not an easy volunteer opportunity, although the reward of seeing life change 
all around you is significant. The role comes with high expectations, not only in 
leadership, but also in time commitment. You are asked to invest in the lives of the 
children you are serving as well as serve in a 10-month commitment from September 
to June every Sunday or Wednesday. This is no small responsibility, and it’s not for the 
faint of heart. KidzWay volunteers are people with uncommon drive and diligence. They 
are people who know that the difference between average and excellence is in the 
details. 
  

Because of the demanding nature of this position, you are allowed to use some 
scheduled time away from KidzWay for rest, vacation or sickness. You may use up to 
three Wednesday or Sunday skips per year for these reasons (September to May). If 
your job responsibilities need to be top priority on either day, it’s not counted as a 
“skip”. However, whenever you’re not planning on attending a Wednesday or Sunday 
service for any reason, it is required that you inform a KidzWay Director before the 
absence occurs. It is crucial to Sunday planning that we know if you’re going to be 
missing on a specific day. You never have to ask if you can come to KidzWay on 
Wednesday or Sunday, but only to let us know if you’re not coming. 
 

KidzWay is a group ministry, and its success or failure is found in the combined effort of 
its individual members. We’re only as strong as our weakest link. When the person to 
our left or right is struggling, we are there to pick them up. When we’re struggling, the 
people around us will do the same. We succeed and fail together. What does that mean 
for you? We need you! We need you at trainings and K’Nect events. We need you on 
Wednesdays or Sundays. We need your voice, your detailed efforts, your time, and your 
energy. When you’re missing or not giving 100%, it shows. However, when we are all 
here and striving toward our personal best… the results impact thousands for God’s 
glory. It’s an intentional choice to maintain KidzWay ministry at CWC, and you’re part of 
its ongoing heritage of success for the Kingdom.  
  
Are you ready to go all in? 

 

(Print Name) _____________________________ is ready! 
 
________________________________ (Signature) Date: ___/___/______  


